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Executive summary
A key strategic action by the Platforms4CPS project was to bring together leading CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) experts from academia and industry to create a forum for facilitating
information exchange, the identification of best practice and the creation of a repository of
CPS technology blocks for industry and academic developers. The motivation stemmed from
the multifaceted nature of CPS, the current fragmentation and the lack of interactive forums
dedicated to CPS. Existing prominent web sites, such as the CPS-VO (US, NSF) and the
ARTEMIS-IA, mainly provide calendars, funding information, and gather some static assets of
information.
For this reason, the PlatForum has been established in June 2017 to contribute to CPS ecosystem building, providing an on-line interactive forum for stimulating collaboration on CPS
and gather best practices. The PlatForum is based on Tiki technology, with support for
among other things wikis, blogs, surveys, polls, forums and questionnaires. The PlatForum is
hosted by KTH in Stockholm and has during Platforms4CPS served both as an exchange
portal and support for community building.
This report primarily describes the effort to facilitate information exchange, as the other
goals of the PlatForum are the subject of dedicated efforts and thus discussed in other
project deliverables. However, the wider scope of the forum will be touched upon in a few
parts of the report, as it relates directly to what is currently deployed on PlatForum and is
relevant for the plans for PlatForum going forward.
Overall the PlatForum effort has been stimulating and challenging. The PlatForum effort will
be maintained beyond the duration of the project, continuing the eco-system building effort
and supporting the Platforms4CPS Alliance. The continuation will draw upon the experiences
from the Platforms4CPS project, further developing form and content to provide meaningful
interaction points for highly busy experts and professionals.
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1 Introduction
A key strategic action by the Platforms4CPS project was to bring together leading CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) experts from academia and industry to create a forum for facilitating
information exchange, the identification of best practice and the creation of a repository of
CPS technology blocks for industry and academic developers. The effort contributes to the
overall project goal, that of building a CPS ecosystem.
The effort is motivated by the complexity of CPS, which has led to a current state of
fragmented assets dispersed across a large number of community and aspect/technologyspecific efforts. This multifaceted nature of CPS is clearly seen in for example the NIST
architectural framework for CPS and the UC Berkeley CPS concept map3. Prominent
examples where CPS is highlighted on the web include the Cyber-Physical Systems Virtual
Organisation (CPS-VO), ARTEMIS-IA and ECSEL4. The corresponding web-sites typically
include a calendar, information about brokerage events and other meetings, project
overviews (within the scope of the respective organization) and information about
funding/calls. It is clear that these web sites currently lack interactive forums. CPS-VO
appears to have had the ambition to create a Book of Knowledge – gathering relevant CPS
information: some material is available including an overview of courses and text books on
CPS5, but otherwise there are only relatively sparse overviews.
This report primarily describes the effort to facilitate information exchange, as the other
goals of the PlatForum are the subject of dedicated efforts and thus discussed in other
project deliverables. However, the wider scope of the forum will be touched upon in a few
parts of the report, as it relates directly to what is currently deployed on PlatForum and is
relevant for the plans for PlatForum going forward.
This report is divided into four parts: the first part describes the initial investigation that led
to the launch of an online collaborate system on top of KTH infrastructure; the second part
describes the collaboration carried out on the PlatForum; the third part provides a few
statistics on the usage of the PlatForum; and the fourth part describes the efforts towards
sustainability (how the PlatForum is to be carried forward based on the experience gathered
throughout the Platforms4CPS project). The report then ends with a summary of what
Platforms4CPS has achieved with PlatForum and how it will continue evolving in the years to
come.

3

See https://pages.nist.gov/cpspwg/ and http://cyberphysicalsystems.org

4

https://cps-vo.org/, https://artemis-ia.eu/ and https://www.ecsel.eu/

5

https://cps-vo.org/group/edu
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2 The Initial Investigation
The initial investigation to launch a collaboration system defined a number of requirements,
investigated a number of technical systems based on these requirements, and defined a
strategy for launching the PlatForum.

2.1 Requirements
The PlatForum requirements were based on the Platform4CPS project description and the
constraints of the infrastructure available at the KTH – the organization that hosts the
PlatForum. After a number of iterations the requirements were finalized in the form found in
Table 1.
Table 1 PlatForum Requirements
Number

Requirement Description

Source

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information exchange. Direct is primarily
interpreted as “for the purpose of continuous discussion in working groups”.
(So, forums might be appropriate, but instant messaging is not a prohibited
feature.)

Platform4CPS
Description

Req2

PlatForum shall support indirect information exchange. Indirect is primarily
interpreted as wiki style communication and document repositories.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req3

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of information. With shoutout is primarily meant blogs and personal pages.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req4

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is primarily meant in regard to
registered PlatForum users.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to the PlatForum4CPS
webpage. PlatForum Information is here primarily interpreted as that from
indirect information exchange.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req7

PlatForum shall be sustainable after PlatForum4CPS ends. This is a rather
vague requirement, but can be used to highlight aspects of technical choices
such as cost.

Platform4CPS
Description

Req8

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server inside EU.

KTH

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the growing of its community.

PlatForum4CPS Kickoff

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain. This is a rather vague
requirement, but can be used to highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

KTH

Req11

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and maintain.

KTH
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2.2 Technical Solutions
Based on the requirements the PlatForum working group decided to look further into six
possible technical solutions: TWiki, Tiki, Yammer, Confluence, Jive and SharePoint. How
these measure up to the requirements is described in detail in Appendix A. Overall the
working group noted that wiki functionality is easy to set up using free solutions, but direct
communication seems only to be available on Software-as-a-Service platforms (e.g. Yammer)
or very expensive on premise solutions (e.g. Socialcast).
Based on the technical solutions ability to meet the requirements and further discussions
within the project the choice fell on Tiki.

2.3 An Initial Strategy
1-2 person-days/month continuous effort from each project partner was available for
PlatForum (no emphasis on PlatForum was assumed, and a large initial effort was expected).
However, with all partners committed to continuously supporting PlatForum with the effort
allocated and some partners able to provide more comprehensive contributions an
ambitious effort could be planned. Given this situation the working group suggested a
strategy including four parts.

2.3.1 The Repository of CPS Technology Blocks
Platforms4CPS would define the structure for the repository of CPS technology blocks
(henceforth “the repository”). As part of this effort the working group suggested that (a) an
associated forum structure would be created based on initial invites from the experts in
Platforms4CPS and (b) a one-pager on the target group for each part of the associated forum
structure would be created for distribution at Platforms4CPS events.

2.3.2 Expert and Work Groups
Platforms4CPS was to organize 3xRoadmapping, 3xConstituency Building and
4xPlatformArenas workshops. It was, already in the project plan, noted that having
communication supported by the PlatForum would provide an opportunity to get much
more out of the corresponding workshops and groups. As an example, eliciting information
beforehand and after workshops would enable experts to provide input and feedback even if
they would not make it to the workshops. Each associated tasks could even organise premeetings/pre-discussions with the experts on PlatForum, and store information there for
use in the workshops. If deemed valuable one-pagers could be created to be distributed at
the associated events, e.g. workshops.
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2.3.3 Wider Community and Wider Promotion (Ad hoc Invitations)
With the opportunities mentioned above there would be a structure for inviting CPS experts,
technology suppliers, and technology users. Furthermore, PlatForum would be widely
promoted via Platforms4CPS activities, workshops, publications, etc. to SMEs, large
industrials and academia. To build on this momentum the working group suggested that
each project partner would choose a topic or technology of importance to the
PlatForum4CPS project and blog about it. Ideally this would snowball as more internal and
external experts would get involved.

2.3.4 Topic Focusing
It was suggested that polls and votes could be held on blog and discussions topics to focus
these on topics of key relevance to the CPS community.

© Platforms4CPS Consortium - Internal Deliverable
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3 The Collaboration
Activities on the PlatForum have, during the two years of the Platforms4CPS project,
organically grown within 3 focus areas. This has been driven by the initial strategy and
independent initiatives by CPS experts both internal and external to the project.

3.1 The Information Exchange
One of the most successful results of PlatForum has been the base it provides for
information exchange. At the time of writing PlatForum includes:


An interactive overview of the Roadmaps and Research Priorities of research projects in
the area of CPS. This is an output from the efforts described in deliverable D2.3.

Figure 1 Roadmaps and Research Priorities



A Technology Radar for the maturity of different parts of important areas of CPS, such as
HMI, Safety, Architectures, etc. This is an output from the efforts described in deliverable
D1.3.
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Figure 2 CPS Technology Radar



An in-depth Overview of CPS Platforms available today, divided into types of platforms
which are further compared and discussed from the perspective of how to exploit
emerging CPS technologies and approaches. This built on deliverable D3.1, soliciting
further feedback for deliverable D3.4.

Figure 3 Overview of CPS Platforms



A CPS Compass which supports reasoning about what CPS could or should do, what key
functions of CPS are, common CPS technology building blocks, major aspects of CPS
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engineering/operation, and what CPS solutions should look like. This is an output from
the efforts described in deliverable D3.4.

Figure 4 CPS Compass



Material specific to Working Groups, such as roadmaps, agendas and frameworks
produced by other projects and organizations pertaining to the Foundations of CPS
Engineering.

To point communities of interest to PlatForum these materials are currently referred to from
several sites, such as the ARTEMIS-IA website.

3.2 The Events
The Foundations for CPS Engineering working group used the PlatForum to organise
workshops. This included circulating papers, agendas and other communications via the
PlatForum prior to the workshops using both the wiki and forum functionality.

3.3 The Expert-driven Blogs
As suggested by the initial strategy the project partners blogged about key topics of interest
to the CPS community. This has resulted in blogs about:



Industry 4.0 (https://platforum.proj.kth.se/tikiindex.php?page=Articles+from+Blog%3A+Industry+4.0)
The Foundations of CPS (https://platforum.proj.kth.se/tikiindex.php?page=Articles+from+Blog%3A+Context%2C+Foundations+and+Impact+of+Cyb
er-Physical+Systems)
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Intelligent Transport Systems (https://platforum.proj.kth.se/tikiindex.php?page=Articles+from+Blog%3A+Intelligent+Transport+Systems+%28ITS%29)
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4 Statistics
As seen in Figure 5, PlatForum was visited 822 times during 2018. Direct traffic is still the
greatest source of interactions, indicating that PlatForum has not been overly successful in
reaching an audience outside the project. However, a significant part of the visits (about
20%) can likewise with reasonable accuracy be attributed to an external audience, as they
originate from searches and social media.

Figure 5 PlatForum Session Summary

As seen in Figure 6, a closer look at the Referrals further indicate interest from an external
audience, but mostly generated through local attempts at dissemination by KTH (who hosts
PlatForum).
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Figure 6 Referrals

The page statistics are not straight-forward to analyse, but it seems that the CPS Compass
and the Blogs about Industry 4.0 and the Foundations of CPS have received the most
interest.
To summarize there was great engagement when the PlatForum was rolled out, which
indicated that the CPS Community welcomed such a platform. Currently there is a consistent
level of interaction, which the collaboration between project partners plans to maintain and
grow – rather than allowing the end of the project to lead to a winding down of the
interactions with the PlatForum due to inactivity.
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5 Sustainability
As agreed during the proposal phase, the partners of Platforms4CPS aimed for sustainability
after the project end through a so-called Platforms4CPS Alliance. The Alliance will continue
several of the activities pursued as part of the Platforms4CPS project, with the overarching
goal to maintain and extend the CPS ecosystem. The PlatForum provides a natural vehicle for
supporting the Alliance as a main anchoring point for the collaboration and the overall CPS
community. Given the motivation to stimulate community interactions and the experiences
gained during the project, Platforms4CPS has thus spent the last few months drafting a plan
for how to build on PlatForum’s strengths to achieve sustainability.
The plan is based in the original vision of the PlatForum, which was to be an exchange portal
to bring together leading CPS experts from academia and industry to collaborate on future
CPS architectures and platforms, provide platform specific information to the public and
invite experts from industry and academia, platform suppliers as well as end users to join
working/discussion/consensus building groups and get involved in the
testing/implementation/improvement of repositories to form a multi-sided platforms
ecosystem.
After the two years of the Platforms4CPS the original vision is largely validated – there is a
need and a wish for collaboration and information exchange between a broad set of
stakeholders across all CPS domains. Easy to understand overviews and summaries are
especially welcome and could even be beneficial to further develop in each CPS domain.
There are moreover many common scenarios/use cases/questions that are shared by
multiple stakeholders, including across application domains. However, maintaining
collaboration across several regional ecosystems and CPS domains is difficult given the
workload of most of the experts in the sector, which means that PlatForum will be in need of
efforts to shore up stable interactions with experts when Platforms4CPS ends.

5.1 A Local Community – Building Regional Eco-Systems
Based on, among other things, the statistics concerning the interactions with the PlatForum,
KTH drew the conclusion that much external interest is currently coming from the ecosystem surrounding the hosting organisation (i.e. KTH). This includes SMEs which KTH has
interacted with during innovation actions such as CPSELabs, but primarily the organisations
belonging to KTH’s Innovative Centre for Embedded Systems (ICES). ICES is a local
community of industry and academia within software intensive embedded and cyberphysical systems that aims to catalyse world class education, research and innovation. The
ecosystem is more than 10 years old and includes well-known companies such as Atlas
Copco, Ericsson, SAAB, Scania, Stoneridge, ÅF and Prevas.
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There is currently an opportunity to grow this community both within Sweden but also
across Europe via efforts such as FED4SAE, which aim to create a pan-European network of
Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) by leveraging existing regional ecosystems. KTH has registered
as a hub and is aiming to become a one-stop shop for supporting organisations trying to
innovate in the area of trustworthy CPS. As a step in this process KTH will utilize PlatForum
to bring the associated activities closer to the ICES ecosystem.
This in essence means that there is an opportunity to move ICES online activities onto the
PlatForum, supporting ICES locally but also anchoring the PlatForum’s interactions beyond
the region with organisations interested in trustworthy CPS from across Europe. This should
maintain the link to the CPS community currently engaged in PlatForum, provide a strong
potential for growth and allow the forum to serve as a positive example for other DIHs.
In order to support the envisioned growth PlatForum will be partitioned according to the
structure seen in Figure 7. This structure provides entries that meet the needs of a number
of identified stakeholders, with typical questions in the areas highlighted by the boxes
shown. For example, the innovation eco-system is fragmented, with many opportunities for
various types of funding – but there is currently a lack of a map that shows these
opportunities. There is a need for “Books of Knowledge” that promotes, improves and
gathers best practices and state of the art for building CPS. Similarly, many industrial
partners have a set of typical use cases where a CPS Compass will be beneficial, for example
concerning, connectivity/communication, dealing with cyber-security, how to adopt
AI/machine learning, etc.

-

Figure 7 PlatForum Long-Term Structure
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5.2 Further Cross-Ecosystem Opportunities
The Platforms4CPS Alliance will in addition to building on the ecosystem around trustworthy
CPS found across Europe also engage with other ecosystems by:


Linking further to the ARTEMIS website in collaboration with the ARTEMIS industrial
association, opening the door to a wider European CPS community. This is enabled by
three partners of Platforms4CPS (KTH, S2i and THA) being ARTEMIS members. A further
potential collaboration with ARTEMIS is to make use of PlatForum for the
Interoperability Coordination Forum, initiated in 2017 with funding from ARTEMIS-IA,
and led by KTH.



S2i will maintain the Platforms4CPS Website and Twitter channel for at least 2 more
years - maintaining the connection to PlatForum.



The Platforms4CPS Alliance will continue the elaborations of the Technology Radar in the
“Smart Anything Everywhere” Coordination and Support Action “Smart 4 Europe”,
maintaining the Technology Radar on PlatForum.



The Platforms4CPS Alliance will promote PlatForum through “Smart 4 Europe”.



The Platforms4CPS Alliance will investigate the potential for collaboration with the High
Performance and Embedded Architecture and Compilation (HiPEAC) project.

5.3 Further Content
In more detail these efforts will include building on all of the content currently available on
PlatForum.

5.3.1 Information Exchange
PlatForum will continue as a portal for information exchange, but divided into the areas of
Society, Foundations, Education and Technology/Platforms. This reflects the wider impact of
CPS, and also the remit of the ICES ecosystem. Rather than having the working groups
related to an area, PlatForum will leverage on special interests already captured by active
working groups in ICES – including interest in Continued Education, Architectures for
Autonomous Systems, Interoperability, Safety and Security. Each working group will scope
its contribution to each area. If a part of an area is not covered PlatForum will either try to
refer on to external initiatives on these topics or solicit a new working group from within
those registered on PlatForum. New working groups will be the first choice if the topic is
clearly linked to trustworthy CPS.

5.3.2 Innovation Activities and Events
ICES will in the future continue highlighting its activities and services via the PlatForum. In
addition KTH will advertise new services expected by a hub in the DIH, which KTH has
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experience in due to its engagement with various projects in the “Smart Anything
Everywhere” initiative. This includes coaching in innovation and in-depth technical expertise
regarding CPS, but also mapping and visualizing of innovation ecosystems. The latter will be
used to enable ICES to engage with and keep track of partners and other organisations of
interest in other regional clusters.

5.3.3 Expert-driven Blogs
As the blogs have been particularly popular ICES will continue to support them going
forward. It is expected that each working group will solicit blogs from their members and
that KTH will be able to continue to rely on its contacts in the CPS expert community for
blogs.

5.3.4 Other Goals of Platforms4CPS Linked to Information Exchange
The primary goal of PlatForum in the efforts to facilitate information exchange is to be an
exchange portal to bring together leading CPS experts from academia and industry to
collaborate on future CPS architectures and platforms. This will continue in the future based
on the contacts of KTH with organisations interested in trustworthy CPS, with activity
ensured by the workings groups organised within ICES.
However, PlatForum also had other goals related to information exchange:




It provides platform-specific information to the public, such as results from and
recommendations based on surveys, workshops, and stakeholder analyses. As KTH has
an extensive collaboration with industry through both ICES and other parts of its
ecosystem this output will continue to be provided. The working groups will therefore be
asked to keep an eye on this, so that such material is posted to the Technology/Platforms
area.
Experts from industry and academia, platform suppliers as well as end users have been
invited to join the working/discussion/consensus building groups and get involved in the
testing/implementation/improvement of repositories to form a multi-sided platforms
ecosystem. This has happened continuously during the workshops organised by
Platforms4CPS, especially those focused on the Foundations of CPS. The KTH ecosystem
and ICES includes experts from industry and academia, platform suppliers and
organisations that are end users of CPS. KTH thus expects all of these groups to be
possible to engage at the European level with PlatForum going forward.
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6 Summary
As Platforms4CPS nears its end the activities driven by the Platforms4CPS project will
produce less content for PlatForum. However, the Platforms4CPS Alliance will continue and
it is planned to solicit input from the projects of the involved partners. As much interest has
come from the hosting partners’ local community KTH will build on this by using the
PlatForum to support the transformation of this community into a hub in the DIH initiative.
This will ensure the sustainability of PlatForum, as activities can rely on a base of regional
working groups that can be supplemented by working groups and experts from throughout
Europe. As this hub will focus on trustworthy CPS PlatForum will thus facilitate further
information exchange regarding CPS both at a national and European level.
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Appendix A, Technical Solutions
(+) means that a requirement is supported, while (-) means it is not.

TWiki
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for
the purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)
PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.
PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out
of information. With shout-out is primarily meant
blogs and personal pages.
PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.
PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

Req2

Req3

Req4

Req5

Req6

Req7

Req8
Req9
Req10

Req11

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to
the PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum
Information is here primarily interpreted as that
from indirect information exchange.
PlatForum shall be sustainable after
PlatForum4CPS ends. This is a rather vague
requirement, but can be used to highlight aspects
of technical choices such as cost.
PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server
inside EU.
PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.
PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain.
This is a rather vague requirement, but can be
used to highlight aspects of technical choices such
as security, updates, suppliers, etc.
PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.

Comment

-

+
Every wiki has a user page, e.g.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Sver
ma. It is quite a limited personal page.
http://www.twiki.org/cgibin/view/Plugins/VotePlugin
Almost every wiki platform allows file
attachments, e.g. http://twiki.org/cgibin/view/TWiki/FileAttachment#File_Att
achment_Contents_Table for Twiki. We
may able able to deploy ownCloud onpremise if a simpler solution like Box will
not be available to the users outside KTH.
Finally, we may install our own Git
system like https://gogs.io/ if the users
find it reasonably easy to use.

+

+

+

+

+

+
Basic Wiki layout.
Tutorials for simple installations exist,
but integrating additional modules
needed to satisfy the rest of the
requirements can be tricky.
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Tiki
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Comment

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for the
purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)

https://doc.tiki.org/Inter-User+Messages

Req2

Req3

Req4

+

PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.

+

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of
information. With shout-out is primarily meant blogs
and personal pages.

Every wiki has a user page, e.g.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Sverma.
It is quite a limited personal page.

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.

https://doc.tiki.org/Polls

+

+

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

+

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to
the PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum
Information is here primarily interpreted as that
from indirect information exchange.

+

PlatForum shall be sustainable after PlatForum4CPS
ends. This is a rather vague requirement, but can be
used to highlight aspects of technical choices such as
cost.

+

Req8

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server inside
EU.

+

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.

Basic Wiki layout.

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain. This
is a rather vague requirement, but can be used to
highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

Tutorials for simple installations exist, but
integrating additional modules needed to
satisfy the rest of the requirements can be
tricky.

Req7

Req11

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.
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Yammer
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for the
purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)

+

PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.

+

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of
information. With shout-out is primarily meant
blogs and personal pages.

-

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.

+

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

+

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to
the PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum
Information is here primarily interpreted as that
from indirect information exchange.

Difficult to ascertain, but the general
functionality should be there.

PlatForum shall be sustainable after PlatForum4CPS
ends. This is a rather vague requirement, but can be
used to highlight aspects of technical choices such
as cost.

The non-SaaS service seems to have been
discontinued.

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server inside
EU.

Apparently, only a SaaS option is available,
either Yammer directly or as a part of
Office 365 subscription.

Req2

Req3

Req4

Req7

Req8

Comment

+

-

-

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.

+

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain. This
is a rather vague requirement, but can be used to
highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

+

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.

+

Req11
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Confluence
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for the
purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)

Req2

Req3

Req4

Comment

-

PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugin
s/com.adaptavist.confluence.forums/clo
ud/pricing

+

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of
information. With shout-out is primarily meant blogs
and personal pages.

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugin
s/net.kentcom.confluence-blogtools/server/pricing

+

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugin
s/com.simplenia.confluence.plugins.polls
/server/pricing

+

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

+

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to the
PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum Information is
here primarily interpreted as that from indirect
information exchange.

+

PlatForum shall be sustainable after PlatForum4CPS
ends. This is a rather vague requirement, but can be
used to highlight aspects of technical choices such as
cost.

+

Req8

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server inside
EU.

+

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.

Licensing costs will severely limit growth.

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain. This
is a rather vague requirement, but can be used to
highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

On one hand, it is alredy managed by
KTH centrally. On another hand, this
makes installation of 3rd-party
extensions problematic. Additionally,
every extension has to be paid for.

Req7

Req11

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.
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Jive
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for the
purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)

+

PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.

+

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of
information. With shout-out is primarily meant
blogs and personal pages.

+

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.

+

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

+

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to
the PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum
Information is here primarily interpreted as that
from indirect information exchange.

+

PlatForum shall be sustainable after
PlatForum4CPS ends. This is a rather vague
requirement, but can be used to highlight aspects
of technical choices such as cost.

+

Req8

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server
inside EU.

+

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain.
This is a rather vague requirement, but can be used
to highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

+

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.

-

Req2

Req3

Req4

Req7

Req11

Comment

Jive has a subscription model, which will
have a negative impact on growth.
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SharePoint
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Comment

Req1

PlatForum shall support direct information
exchange. Direct is primarily interpreted as “for the
purpose of continuous discussion in working
groups”. (So, forums might be appropriate, but
instant messaging is not a prohibited feature.)

Discussion Boards
http://www.learningsharepoint.com/201
2/12/19/create-discussion-board-insharepoint-2013-complete-tutorial/

Req2

Req3

Req4

PlatForum shall support indirect information
exchange. Indirect is primarily interpreted as wiki
style communication and document repositories.

+

PlatForum shall support personalized shout-out of
information. With shout-out is primarily meant blogs
and personal pages.

Subsites
http://support.sherweb.com/Faqs/Show/
how-to-create-a-blog-in-sharepoint-2013

+

PlatForum shall support polling and voting. This is
primarily meant in regard to registered PlatForum
users.

Surveys https://support.office.com/enus/article/Create-a-survey-ea52a787822e-4f7e-b5ed-77bb14df3aba

+

Req5

PlatForum shall include a repository for data.

Req6

PlatForum information shall be possible to link to the
PlatForum4CPS webpage. PlatForum Information is
here primarily interpreted as that from indirect
information exchange.

Could not ascertain whether every data
item is linkable, but it probably is.

PlatForum shall be sustainable after PlatForum4CPS
ends. This is a rather vague requirement, but can be
used to highlight aspects of technical choices such as
cost.

On-premises installation is possible,
Sharepoint consultants should be widely
available on the market.

Req7

+

+

+

+

Req8

PlatForum shall store data locally, on a server inside
EU.

+

Req9

PlatForum shall be appealing to facilitate the
growing of its community.

+

Req10

PlatForum shall be easy to install and maintain. This
is a rather vague requirement, but can be used to
highlight aspects of technical choices such as
security, updates, suppliers, etc.

+

Req11

PlatForum shall be cost-efficient to install and
maintain.

The license cost is not-negligible and so is
consultancy. However, the cost structure
is rather simple and not dependent on
the number of users (except for the
server infrastructure that needs to be
provisioned accordingly).
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